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Spartans Tackle Texas A.M._ .

vaily

Registration
Procedure
Outlined

With a record -breaking total iit
3700 students expected to enroll
for the fall quarter, Registrar Joe I
West issued the following final
Instructions for registration procedure today and tomorrow.
Registration booklets will he
given out in Room 1 of the Art
building at the following times for
name
the various alphabetical
TODAY
groups:
7:30
N, 0, P, Q, R
8:00
8:45
T, U. V. W, X, V, Z
9,45
A. B
10:45
.
C, D
1:00
E. F, G

1

Statemen Gunning
For Second Grid
Win Here Tonight

_Paha Coithsge__
\

ii.. XX \ III.

SAN JOSE, CALIPORNIA, MONDAY
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I

Comics May Make .
Appearance Tonight
Back from a tour which started
last spring, Wes Hammond and
Jack Windsor, campus comics,
may go into action at tonight’s
game, according to Jim Fahn, yell
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NUMBER

Grimes, Hightower
Chief Hog Threats

i
,

With the turf of Spartan Stadium scarcely cooled off after San
’Jose’s scorching 35-0 win over
Montana State last Friday night,
the local gridiron juggernaut goes
back into action against the Texan
.A
& I.J avelinas here tonight

Goddard, Sprague
Retire; Pitman Is
New Dean Of Men at 8:00.

Coaches "Pop" Warner and Dud
DeGroot went into a huddle following last Friday night’s win, and
l’011111., divers and slap-happy en according to their plans then, Bar,
OS
ttrtainers of Washington Square
Jose will open against the Texans
last year. Hammond and Windsor irk
with the same lineup that started
left San Jose last March to tour
...___
Two long-time members of [he the rout of Montana Friday.
2:00 the Middle West. Presenting comic ,,,r,
m
H, I, J
siJose
State college faculty,
This means that the Spartan*
2:45 diving exhibitions and swimming
K. L
M.
Sprague
and will use their classy running and
-alasHelen
shows, along with Monk Martin.
TOMORROW
, Charles B. Goddard, retired dur- blocking backfield of Dave TItchen8:00 Spartan fancy diver, the two GlenMc, M
log’ the latter part of June.
al at quarter, Howie Costello and
Complete
facilities
9,00
on
,
ilale
Texas
boys
traveled
through
Iota
_
Last Group .
Miss Sprague, with the conclu- Morris Manogian at halves, and
Nebraska.
campus
are
now
available
to
and
on
to
stu’
11:00
Registration Closes
ision of 36 years’ service, will be- Leroy Zimmerman at fullback.
Windsor arrived in town Friday. d. nts and faculty.
Registration fee of $9.00 for rescome professor emeritus of Eng.,
The San Jose forward wall will
to
help
were
ready
and
they
stated
A
fully
authorized
branch
of
the
out.
Went students and $42.17 for
li h. Secretary to President Mor- !look something like the French
between
-halves
entertainwith
the
the
ConSan
in
Jose
Post
office
of-etate students must be paid at
ris E. Dailey, for whom the col- Maginot line, averaging 197 pounds
the time the booklet is secured. mint tonight. Fahn promptly ac- trailer’s office was installed July lege auditorium Is named, she was
from end to end. Captain Bobby
Students whose booklets arc eepted their services, and will pre- 1st, registered as Station No. 9. a library assistant, and taught
Titchenal, weighing 195 will operstamped "Photo" go to the Sci- , sent the wandering comedians at, The office will accept for mailing mathematics, history methods, and;
ate at center. He will be flanked
packages, letters, and registered
building basement where this evening’, contest.
ence
English composition.
I by 220-1b. Don Presley and ISIS-lb
inail, and will issue stamps and
(Continued on Page Two)
paid
Dr.
T.
W.
MacQuarrie
.
tri-1Ken Cook.
reoney orders, embracing in a
bute to the retiring English in- I
Bob Bronzan, weighing 205. and
modified way the services offered
her
retirestructor in announcing
:Duke Tornell, 212. will form a
by the main office.
ment. "A delightful personality, I couple of defensive bulwarks at
Mail sent to students, faculty,
an inspiring teacher, Miss Sprague the tackles. Chuck Johnson and
and organizations will not be
missed by thousands of
(Continued on Page Nine N
I handled through the post office ex- will be
and alumni," Dr. Macelusively, but will be received and students
Quarrie s)0d.
Iotributed as in the past; through
Dean of men at San Jose State
Cooperative
boxes in the
since 1932, Mr. Goddard plans to
ore.
the East this autumn,
An official notice from Washing- travel In
Acquired last year after heavy
other than to
ton, D.C., announced that begin- and has no plans
"Dean Goddard demands for a campus sign at the
iitngOctober 1st, the office will be write and travel.
urge to tra- Fourth and San Antonio street,
known as State College Station, has always had the
vel," commented Dr. MacQuarrie. entrance, San Jose State’s metalrather than as Station No, 9.
"He knows thousands of young work signboard is again absent
Opening the fall dancing season
Removed during the late spring
people, and is certainly going to
on Washington Square, a capacity
the sign has not yet been returned
, be missed here."
of swing-minded Spartans
I
A graduate of Stanford Univer- to its position, to tell passing trayt p octet] to attend the quarterly
Since the printing of the 1939
regt- eleis that this is the campus of
Publication of the Spartan Daily sity, Mr. Goddard became
Dance in the Men’s
Gegistration
40 class schedule, various alter(’
strar at San Jose State in 1925. ,(hi- San Jose State college.
front 9 to 12 tomor- will go on a regular schedule next
.:ymnasium
firms have been made in the ciao,
week, it was announced by Daily
OW night.
assignments as to time and in
er ri
rSaturday.
ttin g
d et.
Selma Ratio, chairman of the Editorh Fred Mc
structor, according to Mr. Jii
staffM
Affairs committee, has seWest, registrar. Following are lb.. social
,Ited Al Davina’s 12-piece band difficulties due to registration and ,
changes which should be observe -I
huh features lovely Kay Castle the opening of school, the next
Mr. West stated. Asterisks have a
the vocals. Sweet music sea- issue of the Daily will be Thursbeen placed before all new classes
bit of "jive’ heads day. Next Monday will find the
which have not been included in soned with a
aper publishing on a regular
the Davina musical menu for the
lb.’ schedule:
howevir.
Merrick
basis,
litly
evening.
A. limited number of season tickets for the San Jose Players
Art 122 2:00-4:00 (not 1:00 ,
.-;todents will be admitted free
1939-1940 schedule of plays are now on sale to students in Room 61
5700) MWF
on presentation of their student
,ocording to Hugh Gillis, head of the Speech department.
Corn. 2 9:00-10:30 (9:00-10:0(11 body cards at the door. A charge
The ticket entitles the holder to one reserved seat for each of
TTh
of: 19 cents will be made for outmajor productions of the year. Many of the seats for both
six
;the
’Corn. 20A Acctg. MWF, II is, . I. Is who attend accotnpanied hv
1Thursdav and Friday nights were reserved by last season’s boa
120 Burger (3)
. Social Affairs Head
holders, but approximately 300 are still available.
lull emphasized the fact
Corn. 10A Shorthand 2:00 Daily
AMBITIOUS SEASON
stiplent body eards Wied by 1..1
Purger 129
This year’s season, according to Gillis, is planned along mon.
Strike out Corn. 20a Acctg. 3:00 sons other than bona fide ow lot ambitious lines than those of the past. The first production, slatec
Strike Imt Com. 42 Penman- will be confiscated for the
Shakespeare’s ’Twelfth
The college cafeteria will open for November second and third, will be
strii
lie
will
ride
This
quarter.
ship 8:00 er 9:00
Designs, scene constructior.
tor luncheon tomorrow. September Night", to be directed by James Clancy.
enforced.
Corn. 42 Penmanship 10:00 AtSarah M. Dowdle. and costumes are rapidly being completed.
Traditionally a stag a ft air, t lie 19, according to
kinson (for teacher training slit
As an aid to the swift pace of this famous comedy, Clancy has
Home Economics depart the
of
opan
offers
Dance
Registration
dents only)
deleted several of the more weighty passages, and a revolving stage
merit.
b.to
students
new
for
’(’ma. 42 Penmanship MM.‘ 133 portunity
at once, has been designed by
A special 22 -cent luncheon as capable of supporting three scenes
,
Wirtz (for non -teaching students) conie acquainted with other tic W
service will be the production crew.
carte
la
well
as
a
Thiti
will
011,1
:Is
iild
*H.11. 3T Hygiene (woolen) AMP’ ’students and
CHRISTMAS PLAY
ot available for students and faculty
39 McKay (21 ((or technical stu- Is I ht. only st latent body dam
On December seventh and eighth the annual Christmas play
day.
that
on
will
stags
whieh
II’’ quarter to
dents)
"Christmas Carol", will be presented. Thie
A special rate of $3.30 per week this year to be Dickens’
Ii admitted.
Lib. 100-A 100 Th (not ’I’)
free gift to the community, will be produce(
tot. three meals a day, or 82.55 production, the 111111ual
Pol. 61 MWI-0 5211(1 Wiltlictger
auditorium. Plans for this production include
per week for two meals a clay in the Morris Dailey
43) at 11:00 instead of WOO
San Jose State college will I for a live-day week is offered to staging and costuming in nineteenth century English style. Ender
Pol. 73 MWIe 5206 Wiltliergto
observe the Thanksgiving Day rinembers of the Cafeteria Student the capable direction of Miss Margaret Douglas, efforts will be mach
(72) at 9:00 instead of 10:00
holidays on the week -end of
to set forth all of the sentimental flavor included in the well-knowr.
11Meal club, W’holesorne, carefully
Poi 2a Trli 5200 Wilt bergei
adapted.
November 23 in keeping with
and well-prepareil food is novel from which the play is
planned
ii at 9:00 instead of II on
KAUFMAN-HART SATIRE
the national change of dates.
leMilre of both the cafeteria
roi (7 not It at 3:00 Glinniry
"(Mee in It Litetim.". by Kaufman and Hart has been select..
Or. T. W. MacQuarrie stated
tne Student club.
Pee $3 not $2
opening produetion of the winter quarter on February first
yesterday.
Serving periods are: Breakfast, for the
Neon 140 MTWI,’ 21 liendahl
now/
Thanksgiving
tete tir the great Ismularity of last year’s farce. "Beggai
second.
rend
With
11:30-12:451
Luncheon,
I 7:30-8:15:
at 3’n0 not 5 Oil
IonI lorsebnel.". the Playcrs are following it with this productior.
scheduled tor November 23, the
Anyone
5:30-6:15.
Dinner.
and
ti,
1511 S S4. ti. 11:111:11
7%1W l
the 8,11111’ author team. Tim play. which had a long and successfollowing clay, Friday, Noverninterested in the services offered
I l’oytrems 131 s lio
run is a conicity satire iin Hollywood and its method,
will he a holiday. Dr.
r
asked to St, thc cafeteria cash- ful New York
is
la tij I..:
, I
,ailt
(Continued on Page 6)
of production.
MocQuarrie said.
ier at these hours.
)
(Continued on Page

P t Office Branch , Tribute
Dr.
;opens On Campus
For Student Use

Al Davina To Play For
Tuesday’s Reg Dance

Paid By
M a c Quarrie

Sign At San AntonioEntrance AWOL

FIRST
Changes In Class QUARTER’S
HOP IN MEN’S
Schedule Given GYM AT 9 P.M.
Daily
By Registrar

Begins Regular
Schedule Next Week

SEASON DRAMA TICKETS

San Jose Players Plan Full Schedule
With Six Major Productions Carded

Cafeteria Open
At Noon
Tomorrow

S
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Special Train To
Be Carded For
USF Grid Game

Potential Yell Kings
Will Have Try-outs
At Tonight’s Game

Plans for San Jose State’s first
Seeking to gi<e emendates for the positions of yell leaders
I ootball excursion, a special train more natural setting for their try -outs, last year’s student council
,, the University of San Fran- paSSell a provision that the campus yell kings should be *elected
.4, game Saturday, were well at au early season football game.
peetive
Instead of the customary pep rally ,
the road to completion today.
to!,
’I’ ins
when the
leaden< will go on trial under minm
,innouticed Happy La Bee, rally
Spurt a ns face Texas A .<
eliairman, last week.
Working in groups of tffi,
With the price for the round
m to San Francisco set at $1.05, order that selections may he Mein iiee stated that transportation
Kezar Stadium would be inThere will be a meeting of
The fact that students
<luded.
potential yell leaders at 4:00
inight want to roam after the
o’clock this afternoon in Room
game was the reason a return
24. Jim Fahn, yell king last
ticket from the stadium was not
year, states all candidates must
added.
be at the meeting to receive
Ii. ,,-,. II con..l’elitive year.
San Jose State ’college students
instructions.
’who board the special train Sathi’ Spartan Daily ushers in the
untay will be offered all accom- tated.
Ldl term with a twelve page
Potential yell leaders will have
modations possible, LaBee stated.
marking the third year of
Railway officials have offered to their chance to select and lead
.xistence of the San Jose State
allow holders of these tickets to yells tonight, using the public ad
college School of Jourallani
return from San Francisco within ; dress system, according to Jini
Faculty members of the departfour days. A special dancing ear Fahn, gymnastic 1938 yell king.
will be included in the special White shirts will be the only ment return en masse for the colstandard part of a uniform re- lege year. John Young. assistant
train.
stated.
city editor of the San Jose Mercury
Tickets will be on sale outside quired tonight. Fahn
Selection of the trio of leaders Herald, will again teach County
the Men’s gym today and may
section Newspaper, while George H. Mcbe obtained at the Student Union , for the Spartan rooting
ballot Murray, Mercury Herald city ed
until Thursday afternoon at 4 p.m., this year will be made by a
I
LaBee urges students to purchase eleetion sometime this week, most itor, will instruct City News Co’
llielv
Weilnesday.
erage. Alvin Long, local advertising
tickets as early as possible so
- - ; man, will teach Advertising.
that arrangements may be made

eimaidiimiwi’isr, Daily Ushers In
Fall Term With
Large Edition

REGISTRATION

Student Football Fans
Enter East Gate
At Stadium Tonight

(Continued from Page One)
identification photographs are taken. New freshmen must report
Students
attending
tonight’s
to Room 112 of the Science build- football contest between San Jose
ing for special instructions before State and Texas A. & 1. at Sparproceeding to the basement.
tan Stadium flatlet enter through
Final step of registration is the east gate, Graduate Manager
completed in the Men’s gymnasium Walt McPherson warned Friday.
With six night home games
where faculty members and advisers are available to approve scheduled for the season, record
students’ crowds are expected. Addition of
enter
and
programs
names on the class rolls. A late two new bleacher sections on the
fine of $1.00 will be levied against east side assures plenty of room
students who fail to complete reg- for the local student body, McPherson stated.
istration by tomorrow noon.
West side of the stadium will
Booklets may not be secured
be reserved for general admission
before the time specified for the
customers and holders of season
students’ name group, but they
tickets, and students will not be
may be called for at a later time.
admitted. Parking areas for stuNo booklets will be given out
dents are also available on the
after 4:00 p.m. this afternoon and
cast side of the stadium.
11:00 a.m. tomorrow.
Students whose booklets are not
available today because of fines
outstanding or late application
for admission automatically go
into the "Last Group" which registers tomorrow at 9 o’clock.

, Pair Of Social Frats
I1
Open Houses For
i
First Time
Two newly acquired fraternity
houses will offer liviLg quarters to
members of Sigma Gamma Omega
and Gamma Phi Sigma, campw
.-e-etal fraternities this year it was
Ann, unced Thursday by Norman
Thorpe and Bill Edwards, presidents of the respective fraternities.
Signie Gamma f iniega’s new
rouse is located ’a Twelfth and
San Salvador and will aecommo,:ate 14 men, while the Gamma
Phi Sigma house is at Fifth and
Reed streets and will furnish quart t’s for approximately 18 members.

YOU

DONE

WANT

SO

l’i,FNF,Lv

YOU

CLEANING
ARE

call ANDY LIPSETT, Col. 5666

CO-OP
CLEANERS

Kappa Phi invites all new Methodist women students to their
Open House Wednesday evening,
Sept. 20 from 7:15 to 9:00 p.m. In
Room 1 of the Home Economics
building. Come and get acquainted.

1;74

FOUNTAIN
PENS
$1 to $10

IT’S

SMART TO

LIBRARY

135 SO. FIRST ST

For the

WEAR

Bloom’s SADDLE OXFORDS

0

Authentic Campus
Styles
Always at
Bloom’s

One of the
Many Styles

18 Styles of
Saddle Oxfords

395
WHITE

BOOKS
MODERN

John Brokenshire, former Met
leury Herald managing editor. wit,
teach advanced news-writing during the spring quarter, with Department
head
Dwight
Beater
scheduled to handle the class for
the fall and winter sessions MI.,
Dolores Freitas will be in Oho g
of the publicity writing claases.

wi CAMPUS

$1.98 to $10

BROWN

White with Light Tan Saddle
Red Sole

TAN
BLUE

FOR

SUPPLEMENTARY
READING

COM-

SATISFIED

NOTICE

119UCCM’S

ZIPPER
BINDERS

BOOKS
IF

with railway officials. The rally
chairman also s,
new students sec
for the grid se
to the central roc
be limited to stu,
now on sale at
10-cent reduction from last year’s
price.
;

LINDSAY’S
Ili:mks

tottery

Fashions for the Campus will be Saddle Oxfords . . . .
Be a leader and start off Well -Shod. Saddle Oxfords must
fit. . The reason why Bloom’s Saddle Oxfords are Smart.

DYERS

Cash & Carry or Call & Deliver
207 W. Santa Clara St.

77 So. 1st St.

CHARGE ACCOUNTS ON THE EASY
PAYMENT PLAN

1-3 30 days

1-3 60 days

1-3 90 days

sP.MT.1\
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Actually our schooling days have never been over. If you think we
sit behind desks and counters you’re wrong. We get around to numerous schools and colleges. If there’s a campus we can’t visit personally . . there’s always Uncle Sam’s mail. We know what’s what
where students’ clothes are concerned. We’ll tell you whether they’re
wearing surcoats or sneakers to class. We’ll show you the three -some
suit. We’ll give you the lowdown on colors and anything else you
want to know about your school clothes career. Here are some highlights

THE STYLEMASTER

"THREE -SOME"

,

Sport Coat
Matching Slacks
Harmonizing Slacks

Skipper SPORT SHIRTS
In

the

\Videly

ac,..10,1

$12.95
$6.95
$6.95

$1 to $6.95

THE
STETSON

STV LEM A STE R

"VARSITY"

SLACKS

The hatless lad went out with
the racoon coats. Today’s studynt wears a hat. Stetson’s
answer is the smart "Varsity"
.it It new low price.

Newest color tones in gabardine, cavalry twill, bedford
cord and shetlami . . many
with matching belts .. finest
tailoring.

$5

$4.95 to $7.95

1"14;
SLEEVELESS

SWEATERS
By Well-known Makers
Jesigned I.
\v e a r with
Imthree-sonu. .nsembles.
ported wools. domestic shaker-knits, and fancy weaves
. . Smart and practical.

PULLOVER AND COAT

SWEATERS
The favorite :;.11,a..nl for campus wear,
Available in thy finest of yarns including
Australian wools and kid -llama.

$3.50 to $15

$1.95 to $3.95

Other Essentials in the
Student’s Clothing Career
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX SUITS
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX O’COATS
STYLEMASTER SUITS
ARROW OXFORD -CLOTH SHIRTS
ARROW AND MERIT TIES
ARROW HANDKERCHIEFS
LEATHER JACKETS, Blue and Rust

$35 to $50
$29.50 to $45
$25, $29.50
$2
$1 to $3.50
25c to $1

SPRING’S

The SHORTIE COAT
AnId III
With an auth.:
The Ideal stud, ht
color wool.

$10.95

\I

.1

.111It

BELTS
SUSPENDERS
ATHLETIC SHORTS
UNDERSHIRTS
IS

Made by Edgerton
Featuring :ill the newest crepe sole styles
and the famous ticw Dutch Boy lasts . .
some in custom -boot makers finish.

$5.50

$10.95
$8.50

VARSITY JACKETS
HICKOK
HICKOK
ARROW
ARROW

Crepe Sole SHOES

$1. $1.50
$1. $1.50
65c
50c, 65c

EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR A.G. SPALDING
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES.

&

BROS.

P IN ’S
IN THE HEART OF SAN JOSE SINCE 1865
1 AT MARKET
SANTA CLARA
l’arkm, al ()it( ( ’nit; Gar a,11.. (q, North Markel

Nu -Weave SHORTY SOX
11,,I I’

Ill

SIX

III

eVVVY

earn

be afraid of colorful sox
. and we have them. At this pricy vim
can r! .1.
III
.

i1,111

35c ... 3 PAIR $1
Others 50c pa,.

I LI \IBER
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Dean of Men

Eight Faculty
Members Join
College Staff

’Season Booklets Professor Emeritus Candidates For
Police School
Offer Reduced
Face Exam Board
Price For Games or
it.i

1 1,

loolbdi booklets have beii,
mg in at a merry clip, Walt M;
l’herson, graduate mangaer, st:it,
Thursday, but a few good
!nay still he obtained, he revcal,
Offering five night games for a
price of $3.50, the booklets admit
holders to the west side of the
stadium. Tonight’s game with Texas A & I. Cal Ramblers, Nevada,
San Diego, and Santa Barbara are
the games included in this offer.

-Plight additional instructors at, t
assistants, and eleven replacements to the college faculty will
greet students when they return
to classes tomorrow afternoon.
Seven departments, those
speech, mathematics, home economics, art, sociology, commerce.
and health, will receive additional
faculty strength from the eight
new positions.

’Big Sisters’ Give
Reception For
Frosh Women

George B. McCullough, aeronautical engineer, who holds a 1928
M.E. from Stanford will join the
mathematics department as an instructor.
ian. They replace MISS Lan! a Al
An addition to the Sociology tin and Miss Elsie Neumann V:
department will be Milton B. Rea-pectively.
;
Honoring more that: 600 enti
dab], a graduate of the University
A part-time replacement in the , .n
g freshman women, 94 upp.
of California, as instructor.
Education department is that of classmen women entertained tlwd
Joining the Commerce departMrs. Muriel Otilmet in Place of "little sisters" at the annual Ifiment as an instructor will be MilMiss Lillian Billington, on leave Little Sister reception Friday al bum Wright, while S. D. Phillips,
for the fall quarter.
ternoon in the quad.
a graduate of the Minneapolis
Under the general chairmanship
Miss Jean G. McKay, new inschool of art and teacher at Iowa
State college for ten years, will atructor in the Health department,’ of Jane Desmond. the "big sisters".
will take the post left vacant including representatives of every
become an art instructor.
! when Miss Margaret Twombly be- women’s
organization,
ushered
Mills Marie Carr and Miss Wilda
came head of the department. their guests around the campus,
Merritt, both 1939 graduates of
position: pointing out facts of interest.
takes
the
Twombly
Miss
San Jose State will join the
An innovation in this vear’s
Health department
Speech department as assistants, of head of the
the resignation of Prof- program was the presentation ot
and Miss Maude L. Ashe, who following
essor Elizabeth McFadden laid each freshman with a booklet enholds an A.B. from the Universpring.
titled "Flash and Dash", containsity of California will be an assistMiss Marybelle Fraser will be ing general information about the
ant in the Home Economics dehealth nurse, succeeding Mrs. Vir- campus. These were prepared unpartment.
der the chairmanship of Clarisse
Paul M. Pitman, new dean of ginia Gregorious.
Poulain.
I
Added to the Music department
men, began his duties last week,
replacing Charles B. Goddard, who as instructor is Henning W. Dexretired during the summer. Wes- ter, former concert pianist in New
ley R. Goddard, the retiring dean’s York City. He takes the post forson, will carry on the family name merly held by the late Augusta
at San Jose, becoming an assist- Breckelbaum, a position held tempant in the English department, re- orarily by Miss Tamara Morgan.
In the Physical Education department, Walter McPherson, former football star and captain of
last year’s eleven, becomes graduate manager’ and assistant in
physical education for men, sueceeding Gil Bishop.
Miss Dorothy Manchester succeed.o Miss Mary Heitsch in the
Economics
department.
Home
Miss Manchester is a graduate of
the University of Washington and
Is former teacher at Kansas State
(tIlt’ Minhitlan, Kansas.

Art Students
SHOP AND SAVE
WITH
SATISFACTION
Buy

youi

Art

Materials under the peisonal
of Mr. Seymore Locks.

NEW

NOTICE
h
! I

the

IleXt

1il

the

an Daily scheduled to ap-

pear Thursday, all staff memliers are requested to report to
tlw Publications office Wednesday afternoon at 1 o’clock.
All notices or contributions
for the Thursday edition must
meet the 3 o’clock deadline
Wednesday afternoon.

RALLY COMMITTEE
Gurnea, Bullard, F o rd. Alton,
and Fahn are asked to get In
touch with Happy LaBee as soon
as possible.

BLU M’S

Phone Colombia 2488-W

BOSTON STUDIO
PIANO. ORGAN
and HARMONY
455 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, Calif.
Ethic Clark

Welcome Back
Spartan-ettes!

START THE

SEASON WITH AN
IN A PAIR OF

A -PLUS

SADDLE
OXFORDS
YOUR SHOE

nr,

-Sloppy"
SWEATERS

HEADQUARTERS

loosisot.

supervision

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
OUH

Retiring after 36 years of service on the San Jose State college faculty, Miss Helen M.
Sprague, becomes Professor Emiritus of English.

MAKE BLUM’S

We stock a complete State College
Approved Selection of Materials for
all Art Courses.

IN

I in Ili,’ the innoVa
be:iin last year William A
\\
r
head Of the Polio
;
ought applicants to the
;school before a board of reviev
I -fore allowing them to enter.
The objective of the examina
tion, said Wiltberger, is to bring
.thout a valuation of police schen
material and to make sure that
the applicants can meet all tht
high standards in the police fielt
today. The exam also gave th
,,tudents an opportunity to expert
ence the type of examination the)
will go up against when applyin;
for jobs in a police department.
On the examining hoard, be.
sides Wiltberger, Were San Jos
l’olice Chief John N. Black, Chief
!toward Zink of Palo Alto, Capt
Arthur D. Layne, in charge of the
Hire training school in San Fran, ; :en, and Harrison Heath. coon.
!or for the technical courses of
junior college.
I 44 Vi 14414111g

Pitman Replaces
Goddard As Dean
Of Men At State

placing Miss Helen M. Sprague.
Dr. Esther Shephard, distinguished as both an author and
teacher, will become instructor in
English, replacing Miss Elsie
Swanson. Dr. Shephard, a Ph.D.
from the University of Washing.
ton, is the author of the Whitman
bibliography and book of Paul
Bunyan stories.
Two replacements in the library
department place Miss Celeste
Slauson as instructor and Miss
Lodessa Coleman as junior librar-
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134 E. San Fernai.do St.

Designed for active feet:
Brown and white authentic saddle oxfords with
genuine red leather sole
anti heel . . . all sizes . .
also the same pattern in
Ii uck with copper calf
saddle and jumbo rubber
soles. lilum’s Main Fashion Floor.

95

198
Coat styles for "Push -em
up" sleeve addicts; classic
knit cardigans :Ind Punnets in Cashmere, Angora,
Zephyr and heavy handknit putties. Moss, Tuscan
t;mope. Alpine Rose, Natural, Amber-runt, White,
Navy, Pidgeon Iffue and
Brown. Watch for Blum’s
weekly
fashimi
ment.
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HARRY GRAHAM

Just Among Ourselves
By

DR.

T.

W.

Welcome to San Jose, welcome
hack to San Jose State. I don’t
know how many there are of you,
but I do know the number lit too
many for our plant.
With so many classes and so
many rooms and corridors crowded, to say nothing of our poor,
groaning library, we, all of us,
must use our very best efforts to
get along, to share the facilities
we have with all who are entitled
to use them.
My first word, dictated by long
,xperience, is that you must tat.,
care of your own valuables. Dol.’t
leave your ear unlocked; dem’.
leave your property where a thief
can pick it up. Tonight we shall
have to comfort two or three
weeping people who have lost valuables. We don’t like that; it is
too had that you can’t come to
college and be free from the
prowler.

Plans For Frat
House Dropped
By Chi Pi Sigma

ign-

Jose

Si’

he a wet time in the Tower
ill’. Tau Dolt’s hold their
I.
ing, according to reports
,
,round the ,iimpus in
Hui: day gatherings
lu-i--u-i.;
An obi :mil time-honored CUB tom of the Tau Delta. honorary
:scholarship fraternity, Is to give
iewly tutu tried or engaged members a shower on their first visit
to the Tower after the announcement. The only difference is that
the show . is the kind taken
with wale?
PS

DAY EDITOR This Issue

In the interests of good house
keeping and fair play. please
not smoke in any building excepl
the down-stairs of the Union, and;
don’t smoke in the main or etoit :
goads. Please keep away from th.
gates and doors. If you have
asbestos pocket. put your sti.,
in there. We find it quite a
Ii pick up your stubs every it
anti you wouldn’t like the pla..
if we left debris around
is a break.
One more point. please do net

end
wan
viatOtte,
and

San

By JIM BAILEY

Boo! I’ll bet you didn’t know
old Fat In The Fire was going
I dui
,,ne advisor! But just
to be back this year . . neither ,!.. soon
st Ituol der by the Aesocleied Students of San .1000 Slate College
I was seated I sneezed
1,0)1.60.1 eve.
did I, Mr. West surprised me also.
Columbia SIS
Press of Globe Prod.’s Co.
144$ South First Shviiii
. . Ile O.K.’d it, then made me
4
0
0
Subscription 750 per quarter or 51.50 per Fear.
move along!
After all, five years is a long
4
time
MERRICK
.
instead
of a diploma
FRED
EDITOR
Oh well, I’ve taken everything
!they’ll
343 East Reed Street
give
me a house end lot on the
Phone Col 4405
curricula, I’ve been -here
Mee
Phone, Ital 7800
in the quad!
that long. This quarter I’ll take
showers, late sleeping, and quad BUSINESS MANAGER
DICK OESTAD
But who wants to graduate
lug:
Fernando
281 East San
Phone Bal. 2461-W
I enjoy loafing!
I 1.10,-4

I’m sorry to have to say it, but
there are thieves on this Campus
at this very minute. Occasionally
they are outsiders, just the coin
mon sneak from the gutter, but
all too often they are our ow,.
students. Dear me, that’s too bad;
but this is a public institution in
a democracy, you know, and we
cannot put up the bars for the
crooks else we may, at the same
time, be keeping out some thor
oughly fine people. Take care of
your valuables. If you see a crook.
let me or some other faculty inem
ber know.

us? si.

of

Tau Delta Prepare
To Give ’Showers’

FAT ON THE ME

Spairtan Daily
Dedieated

PAGE 1.1 \ I.

Arcot ding to word received from
the police school office
Pi Sigma, honorary police ft. it,
will not have the fraternity
h,01104. WI planned
last June.
The reason given was that not
sough

of the men had definitely
signed up to live in the house and
Dick Maroney, president of the or
garozation, decided to abandon th..
Idea for this year.
Maroni.:. is working
vim now that will bring
.f the out of town nicinhel :4 to livi
in one bonne, all hotigli it Will nu,
be OffieiallyI hi trate’ ’My house.

MAC QUARRIE

Anyway, it is better to tight
sleep in the classroom than to
light Germans in the trenches!
I don’t know though, this registering is pretty had too! It’s far
less confusing to run from a
bomb!
0

throw lunch papers around. Keep
them in your car and take them
home, or find a waste box and
dispose of them.
Sorry to have to mention these
things right away, but now is
the critical time. This may 14aVe
some of you that hard-earne,1
money you have in your pocket.
Good luck. Come in and see me
when you can.

PAUL
HUDSON

Brand New!
Real Custard Ice Cream Cones
are now on sale in San Jose!
Try one of these delicious treats
this afternoon at the

0

With all my years I’ve become
a fixture around here .. the other
I (lay the janitor tried to dust me!
along with the furniture!
0
!
It

LANE’S FROZEN CUSTARD SHOP

was just tan!

The worst thing about begin- I.
ning school is that three thousand
people all decide to talk to one
..dvisor at the same time!

STORE

FOR

MEN

FOURTH

AT SAN

FERNANDORight

Across from

113ILIDCA’S

School

71 SO. FIRST

CREDIT JEWELER

lose

AS ANY
STR4/6H1 fP6
AND

STYLE QUALITY COMFORT
They Must Be

HAND
STAINED
WALK THE CAMPUS IN
BLOOM’S AUTHENTIC
FOOTWEAR

tutbetun

SHAVEMASTER
WITH THE
Neiit

475"

There’s no guessing. Here are the Style and
Leather that are a requirement when it comes
to shoes. Be a leader
the others will soon
follow.
.
THE
ARE Not III’ II

COMB ANO
110110111- GROUND
CUTTER

PAY 50’
Pep’ Week
PAUL HUitON
Tr PI

( ’R

EDIT JEWELER
275 So. 1st St.

......111.1.11110.111.111111.111111111111..

Other prices up to S7.50
18 Styles to Select From
Double
or
Single Soles

Leather
or
Crepe Soles

- Also FLORSHEIM SHOES in Hand Stain

!;
Ai-

,
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300 Reserved
Seats On Sale
For Students

James Clancy

Margaret Douglas

Wendell Johnson

Hugh W. Gillis

(Continued from Page 1)
Melodrama and mystery are
furnished in the March drama of
"Kind Lady" by Chodorov. This
thriller presents the story of a
woman sealed in her own home
by a befriended crook who desires
to rob her of her possessions.
Her few relatives and friends, taking the young man at his word,
believe her to be hopelessly insane
and entrust her to his care. On
this almost unbelievable thread,
an exciting story is based, making a play which in recent years
has played to huge audiences the
world over.
DRAMA OF INSANITY
Pirandello’s absorbing drama,
"Henry IV", has been chosen for
the fifth production on April 25
and 26. In this play the author
presents the case of a man who,
through a fall from a horse, becomes insane and believes himself
to be Henry IV. He surrounds
himself with a court and carries
on a life thoroughly believing
himself to be that character.
Through an incident his sanity returns, but with it extreme unhappiness and his choice is to go back
into the make-believe world he
had built for himself. Pirandello’s
question in this play is "What Is

1
tl
a
04

Director of the season’s opening
production, Shakespeare’s
"Twelfth Night".
and names of which will be announced later. It is planned, however, to experiment with a Noel
Coward comedy presented in three
dimensions,

with

the

audience

seated on four sides of the actors.
This production is slated for the

Speech department head and
Technical director who has
general director of the dramatic
charge of designs, construction
season.
of settings, and properties on
all productions.
ling unusual opportunities for actand presenting excellent conable a change of locale in record I int>
trasts to each other.. Orslno, SebPLAY TRYOUTS
time.
atitiall, and Antonio provide the
Tryouts for the first dramatic
REVOLVING STAGE
male half of the cast, while Sir
proiluetion of the year, "Twelfth
liveause of the dillieulties of con Toby Belch, Aqueeheek, and Mid Night", will be held on Wednes- i-iiruction, the turntable has not
vi lio furnish the humor.
day, September 27, Irmo four to heretofore been used
Books of the play ;ire available
xis
I
I
and
:
Johnson
Wendell
but
lions,
in the Little Theater,
in the reserve book room of the
production
heads,
Clancy,
James
"Twelfth Night", which will be
library, and questions will be anone of the most ambitious pro- have completed plans for the conswered on the play by JamesClanthree-dimenductions ever attempted by the struction of a large
of the production. or
- cy, director
be
college, presents problems of stag- sional setting which can
re
Hugh Gillis, speech head.
ing and acting that will challenge volved to present liff e’ent scenes
the dramatic group. The rapidity to the audience.
NOTICE
of scene shifting made necessary
A variety of parts are to be
Assigned direction of the annual Christmas play, this year
"Christmas
Dickens’
be
to
Carol",

ImoReality?"
For the last production of the weeks before the Thanksgiving
regular season there will be pre- holidays.
sented a modern comedy, as yet
The price of the season books of
unselected.
tickets is one dollar to students
In addition to these six regular and two dollars to the general
productions, plans are being for- public. Reservations may be made by the fast-moving story, is neces- found in the drama. Olivia, Viola,
Ticket sellers for tonight’s game,
mulated for several special and by calling the Speech office or sitating the construction of a re- and Maria are the three outstand- see Dick Lane today for assignexperimental productions, the dates Room 159.
volving platform which will en - ing female roles, all three provid- ments.

11
51

ti
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SAN JOSE PLAYERS

It
to

Season of Six Plays
$1 to students
for $2 to general public
Limited Number of Books on Sale
ROOM 61

(Upstairs in Little Theater Wing)

TWELFTH NIGHT
CHRISTMAS CAROL
ONCE IN A LIFE TIME

For A Choice Seat -- Buy Now.
5111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-111111-1111111111111111111111iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffiiiiiiiiiiiiilliffiltillilimiimiiiiii

KIND LADY
HENRY IV.
A MODERN COMEDY

Sale Ends October 6

=
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SPARTAN

Maynard Renamed
Associate Editor
Re -appointment of Bart Maynard Its Associate Editor headed
the list of Spartan Daily staff positions announced last week by
Editor Fred Merrick.
Maynard, who served as an associate during the spring quarter,
was returned to his editorial spot for a second consecutive term.
A former news editor and copy editor, Maynard was the editor of
the 1938 summer session daily.

Catholic Students
ccess

Given

To Newman Club

re -appointed for the fall
was Pony Swenson, who will
H
down the sports editor’s posiiIM
on.
Other
appointments
anflounced by the Daily editor inI eluded the naming of Mary Traub
and Eugene Harvie as copy eciinir.
!

HI

a host of junior college
hh)rs signed for work on the
Newman clubs exist in the 250 I ,aily staff, prospects
indicate a
larger non-sectarian colleges of banner year for the Spartan
the country to bring Catholic men paper. Advisor Dwight Bentel has
and women together for religious, hail some six or seven Jaycee (inltios planning their courses during
-..iticational, and social purposes.
the last week.
The San Jose State college NewOther spots on the staff will be
man club calls to the new Catholic
filled within the next week, acstudents and offers them the comcording to Merrick.
panionship of older students and
the use of the club house.
Located on Fifth street near
San Fernando adjacent to the
Catholic Women’s Center, the C1141,
mites the prospective members
to use the club’s ballroom, bowling alley, library, and loungi
10001. Acting as hosts will be the
What effect I ’11,41.1VIlt ROOM:resident secretary, Miss Margaret
., -It’s change in Thanksgiving
irKeete, assisted by the older
I lay dates will have on San Jose’s
members.
football schedule is still undecided,
In existence for the past 25
reports from the Physical Eduyears, the college’s Newman club
cation department state.
is part of a movement started
With Drake University schedin 1894 at the University of Pennsylvania by Timothy Harrington uled to come to Spartan Stadium
M.D. and colleagues. No. 1 Found- for the Turkey Day game and San
er Harrington adopted Cardinal Jose signed to play in Fresno on
Newman as patron of the club November 23, the local P. E. deand model for future Newmanites. partment is having its troubles.

Thanksgiving Change
Causes Mix-up In
Local Schedule

Although the college will observe the November 23 date, what
decision will be reached in regard
to the Drake University arrangement will not be known for a
couple of weeks

The Cardinal was one of the great
scholars, writers, and philosophers
of the last century.
The hours the club is open are
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. foal 7:00
to 10:00 in the evening

AT

SUGGESTIONS

COLLEGE

FOR

MEN

SPORT COATS

$12.50

New weaves new shades t hat
are smart this fall.
RIDER

SLACKS
Diagonals
Twills - Cavalry
Bedford Cords and Coverts.
RIDER

CORDS

$4.95 to $8.50
$3.95

$5.45

$3.95

$5.00

GANTNER

SWEATERS
Coat

Slip-ons
I tut t
Zipper styles

and

GABARDINE

COLLEGE

SPORT SHIRTS
All shades $1.95

BROGUES

COOPER

Jockey Shorts
50c
School Buckles
$1.00
BELT

Eckert Halt co -up house at the
corner of Eighth and Reed streets,
goes on the eat and work basis
today with the opening of school..
Already carrying a capacity of
28 men, the house began serving
meals today. Jack Allen, former
cook for one of the Stanford fraternity houses, has been signed to
handle the full-time cooking duties
at the house, according to Arnold
Mehlhoff, house manager

ALL FRESHMEN
ASKED TO READ
INSTRUCTIONS
All
read

entaaang
"Plan

Entering

for

freshmen

should

Registration

Freshmen"

under

of

gen-

eral instructions in the schedule
of classes, it was pointed out by
Mr. Joe West, registrar, Friday.
"Since the publication of the
catalog we have arranged to offer
Eng. 2A, B, C, Eng. Comp, to
students who plan to take six
onits of composition only," stated
the registrar. "These six units
. over the same material as English 1A, B, as listed in the catalog," Mr. West continued, "but
a two -unit course spread throughout the year will help considerably
In planning programs."
The registrar also pointed out
that it is hoped that the plan for
distributing the enrollment
throughout the year in psychology, hygiene, and constitution will
give relief from
over-crowded
classes.

LEADERSHIP
Wiltberger Lists
GROUP PLANS Schedule Changes
FORMEJLATED For Police School
Extension of activities for the
coming year is being planned by
the

College

Camp

Leadership

group, headed by Dr. Robert D.
Rhodes, adviser.

The following changes in the
schedule of classes In the Police
School have been announced by
William A. Wiltberger, head of the
school:

Police 61 Police Procedure,
The new program will be built
about the several types of activities originally scheduled at 9 a.m. has
found to be most desirable by club been changed to 11 a.m.
members returning from summer
Police 122 Searches at Crime
experience as camp counsellors or Scenes, will meet in 8216 Instead
directors.
of 8206.
According to Dr. Rhodes, arPolice 73 -Description of Stolen
iangements have already been
Property, will meet at 9 a.m, inmade for interest sections for the
stead of 10 a.m.
group to make short illustrated
Police 2A-- Introduction to Police
lectures on science subjects to
Organization and AcIrcinistratiln,
classes in Biology.
will meet Tuesdays and Thursdays
Membership is open to any stu- at 9 a.m. in 8206
instead of Weddent interested in summer camp nesdays at 11 a.m.
in S3.
work. The first meeting of the fall
Police 121A Criminal Investigaquarter will be held Friday in tion, will meet in 83 instead
of S206.
Room 5216 at 12:15.
Speech 5A Police Public Speaking, originally scheduled to meet
in Room 7 at 11 a.m. will meet in
S206 at 10 a.m.
There will be no Police 568 (gunnery) given this quarter. Police 56C
will be given at 3 p.m. instead. The
(Continued from Page 1)
fee is $3.
Merritt (3) 9:00
Sp. 5a MWF 8206 Douglas
at 10:00 not 11:00
Conn. T ha at 8:40:00 Wright ,
(Typing)
Corn. T1 lb at 10:-12:00 Wright
HETB 1:00 Daily (not MWF)
Sp. T2a 1:00 Smith (not Kaucher)
Corn. T10a 3:00 Shorthand Burger
S. Service 190 A,B Rendahl
S. Service 195Comm. Leadership 7-9 p.m. T. Rendahl

Class Schedule
Changes

What is California’s
Oldest Shoe Concern?

WITH THAT
SALON

BACK TO SCHOOL

ROUGH

Eckert Hall Opens
For Quarter

PAGE SEVEN

WARDROBE

THE

ROUGH
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BUCKLES

Styled by Freeman. New antique(’ styles. Double soles
and wing tips.

uh he’s
Its a place uh Its run by
a bearer of important tidings uh he
carries a banner of quality uh

Stu -dents!!

JACKETS
$4.95

ling alwaysyou can have
such hair if you ore faithful to Salon treatments -

3 Step Treatment
1%11’11

FORTU NE

(CHORUS)

IF

HEROLD’S 1
Shoes (for women) . . . Hosiery . . .
Handbags. . . Belts. . . Handkerchiefs
. . . Costume Jewelry.

$5.50
WEATHERITE

Make yourself at home at Herold’s
Open a Charge Account.
SAME

QUALITY

LOOK

smooth as satin, easily
groomed, fresh and spark-

CLEANSE
LUBRICATE
STIMULATE WITH
BRUSHING

These famous scientific preparations made by Ogilvie
Sisters-- for home use too!
Consult us without charge!
We specialize in smart
Coiffures

for

Coeds

Custom Oil Permanents
"Brush -Curl" Coiffure Cuts
and sculptured Hair Cutting
all at prices to At Into the
college gal budget!

LOWER PRICES

$100 up

WARDROBE
Santa Clara at Second
Gan,: S & If GREEN STAMPS

HEROLD’S
seventy fo ur

first street
.th
:I

HALE BROS
I leauty Salon
SECOND FLOOR

State Claws Montana Cats 35-0
Spartans’ Ground
or ti
Attack Bowls Over
_5paztan Dad

\\

Bozeman Team

\HI\ 11 \N. tsl:i’ll:;\1111::l

\II N.

INJURED

Fractured Thumb
May Keep 7 -man’
Out For Month

Is. HO)

Manoogian Groomed
For Half Position

"Z-MAN"

Employing Glenn Scobey "Pop" Warner’s footb,111 wizardry for
the first time, the San Jose State Spartans completely mystified the
visiting Montana State Bobcats, 35-0, here last Friday night in the
opening game of the current Pacific Coast grid season.
The Spartans, using but one formation Warner’s famous double
wing- riddled the forward wall of the team from Bozeman with
reverses, spinners, and straight drives, and rode the impetus of then
ground attack to a lopsided 27-0 half-time lead
San Jose’s running attack began clicking with the first play,
and in seven plays the Spartans honey -combed the Bobcat line for
66 yards and a touchdown, immed- t lately following the kickoff. Mor- Montana 16. On the first play from
rie Manoogian, right halfback, cul- this spot Peregoy flipped a neat
minated a series of long jaunts strike to Howard Costello who
on reverses through his own left romped over from the 12 -yard
tackle with a pay -dirt thrust from line. Peregoy’s kick for point was itk.,1the one yard line for the first blocked. San Jose’s other two
touchdown. Cook’s placement was points during the second hall
good.
came by way of a Montana safety ,
While the San Jose line punched when Hal Buffa and Chuck John- I
out holes in the Bobcat forward son smeared Yovetitch behind his
wall, the interference, led by quar- own goal line in the third quarter.
terback Davie Titchenal and hand San Jose’s passing attack, usual some Ken Cook, running guard. ly the locals’ main implement of
mowed down the secondary de- grid warfare, was below par, with
fense to pave the way for this the Spartan Bombers pitchbig
drive
only two strikes in 11 attempts to’
Leroy Zimmerman set San Jose net a meager 41 yards. However,
up for its second touchdown when the San Jose running attack made
he took the ball on his own 47 up the deficit. grinding out 292
In the above photo, "Z -man" Herm Zetterquist looks ready
and circled right end to gallop 36 yards. San Jose registered 15 first
for action, but the pass -pitching halfback may be on the shelf
yards to Montana’s 17. Thrusts downs.
for four weeks with a broken thumb. Luckily the injured digit
Montana’s attack was unimpresby Manoogian, Zimmerman, and
is not on Herm’s "salary" hand. If the fracture responds to treatCostello moved the ball to the sive in all phases of the game,
ment, Zetterquist may be able to get back into his working clothes
6-yard line. From this point the with the Bozeman team earning
before the time the team physician expects to give him the "go"
latter carried the ball on a re- a net gain of 7 yards from scrimsign.
verse around right end for State’s mage and 12 yards from passes
seco nd touchdown in the first for three first downs. The Bobtry for cats did not enter San Jose ter- Lloyd Thomas. ’36-38.
Zimmerman’s
quarter.
TACK L ESDario
Simoni. ’31point was good.
ritory until late in the final quar’34; Mitch Ucovich. ’36-38.
Headman DeGroot let his red- ter.
hot first string cool off during
the second quarter, while the
Spartan reserves blasted away at
the Montanans.
The local "shock troops" earned
themselves a scoring opportunity
when big Svend Hansen ploughed
through from his tackle position to
block Bobcat Nick Yovetich’s punt
and personally make the recovery
on Montana’s 5 -yard line. Carlton
Peregoy hit right tackle for four
yards and added six more points
to the Spartan total on a center
smash from the 1 -yard line. John
Allen converted.

Three Members
Of ’38 Squad
On All-Time Tea

GUARDSBart Collins, ’30-’33;
Glenn DuBose. ’35-37.

,
im
111,

Three members of last year’s I
powerhouse football team were
named to the Publicity Departmerit’s All -Time San Jose State
college grid eleven.

Exclusive of the present squad,
the all-time team appearing in
the 1939 Spartan Football Bra Sparked by a 25 -yard run on a chure lists Lloyd Thomas, end:
reverse by Aubrey Minter, who Mitch Ucovich. tackle; and Keith
later moved the ball to the 3 -yard Birlem, quarterback who finished
line on a 13-yard sprint, Sparta’s their careers last year.
third stringers scored near the
Willie Ileston, who played to
end of the first half on Dick Hub- the old San Jose Norinal school
bell’s crashing drive off-tackle and later transferred to Michigan
from this point. Hubbell’s kick where he won fame as an all
for extra point failed.
time All-American, was purposely
Karl Johannson, giant tackle. omitted "lest San Jose State
paved the way for San Jose’s :mt.:used of grabbing glory from
only touchdown in the third quar- Miehimin." the brochure stated
ter when he recovered Phelan’s
Pell. ::
the Irani
fumble of Peregoy’s kick on the,
ENDS -- Bud Hubbard. ’30-’33:

WELCOME STUDENTS!
The State Tavern welcomes back
State College Students for State’s
Biggest and Rest Year!

--Dinners-35c 40c 50c
STATE TAVERN

16 E. San Fernando

CENTERJerry Whitaker. ’32’34.
QUARTERBACKKeith Birlem.
’36-38.
HALFBACKSRinaldo Wren,
’29-’34; Dearon Shehtanian, ’32-34.
FULLBACKJack
Wool, ’29’33.

I I. iii an Zetterquist,
pass-thrtrwing right half:
may be lost to the Spartan
I eam rm. four weeks with a
broken thumb, it
was learned last
week, following a
study of the Xi ay photos by
.tre poSIL
ream
Physician
I. W. Slattery.
"It all depends
on how the injured thumb responds to treatManoogian
ment,"
Coach
Dud DeGroot s.:id. "There is no
chance of his playing against Texas in the Registration Day game,
and we can only hope that he will
be
ready
for U.S.F. Saturday."
has been one .if the
c the backfield for the
I 1511
mg the past two years
rip with Leroy
ir lose’s
Ii) for er
ii.

il;trig.’rits

Veteran Morris Manoogran will
be given first crack at the right
half post against Texas tonight.
The Fresno gazelle has been ham.
pored by a bruised leg, but should
be ready for action. "Boogy-woogy
Bob" Boucke, another senior, is
being counted upon to fill tn at the
wing back position.

CLEAR THE ROAD:
We’re on our way to

J. S. Williams

GREYHOUND
atimaziniceA
41111,"
th.ctive

Sept. 18, 19391

SPECIAL SERVICE
to

REDWOOD CITY
and Intermediate Points
on School Days
Ls. SAN JOSE:
4.00 PM, 4:30 PM, 5:00 PM.
5:30 PM
Returning:
Lv. REDWOOD CITY:
7:00 AM, 7:41 AM, 8:11 AM

This is in addition to present
frequent service.
DEPOT: 25 S. Market
Phone: COL let

St

Ail Ver. I 1111:11

Want to find out what’s what in style on the
Campus this Fall?
Then ask

DON

ANDERSON

Campus Representativr

SPORT COATS
ROUGH RIDER SLACKS
CATALINA SWEATERS
SPORT SHIRTS
CROSBY -SQUARE SHOES

12.50
4.95 up
3.95 up
1.95 up
5.50

J. S. Williams
227-233 South First St.
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Walter McPherson
Assumes Graduate
Manager Position
The financial reins of the Spartan sportorial world changed
hands recently when Walt McPherson, former grid captain and
three sport star took over the job handled previously by Gil Bishop.
Bishop, who had been anxious for some time to gel into the
coaching field, accepted a position at Placer Junior college in Auburn
as head basketball and track coach, and assistant football mail!.
Bishop hail worked as graduate!
manager here since he graduated .1,
in 1936. Ile was also baseball comli
until Ws duties in the finaimml
field became too great to allow ,*
(Continued from Page One)
time for active work in coaching.,
McPherson. who in Dud De- Joe Reginato, who are listed at
Groot’s own words, was "the best 187 and 175 pounds respectively,
all around athlete San Jose State will work at the ends.
has ever had", assumed his new ,
The Hogs will be banking on a
position a few weeks ago and has Ipair of ace backfield men to penbeen working twenty-four hours etrate the Spartan defense. Kena day In attempting to get San neth Crimes, called the greatest
Jose State college started on the (docker in the hi:!tory of the school,
biggest football season in its his- will lead the Texan offense. Last
tory.
,3ear his blocking paved the way
Walt officially graduated from for LeRoy Fry of the Javelina’s le
State last December and has been personally score 139 points. L. V
taking graduate work at Stanford !Hightower, a tall, lanky, hard.
University where, after the sum- , blocking back and dependable pass
mer session, he received his gen- receiver. is the other iii ii a T.,xas
eral secondary degree.
, throat The lineups:
Having previously been appointTexas
Pos.
San Jose
ed head of the athletic department
REL
Johnson
at Hilmar high school, it was nec- Arnold
RTL
Bronzan
essary for McPherson to get re- Evans
RGL
leased from his contract there. Jones
Presley
B. Titehenal, C
Not only did the officials agree to Clarkson
release him but they offered the Galiga
LGR
Carmody
job to another Spartan graduate, Franks
LTR
Tornell
Bob Berry, who took over the Hightower
LER
Reginato
position two weeks ago. Mrs. Ber- Grimes
D. Titchenal
ry. the former Mavis Crowell, is Dugger
RHL
Costello
also teaching at the San Joaquin Steinke
LH R
Man000gian
valley school.
Mattingly
Zimmerman

HAS NEW JOB

PAGE NINE

BIRLEM ON CHICAGO
CARDINAL PAYROLL

Keith Birleni, remembered for his feats on the gridiron at Bah
Jose State college for the past three years, has turned his attention
!toward professional football, and according to the latest reports
from the East, he has earned himself a second string berth with
the Chicago Cardinals, coached by the famous Ernie Nevers.
Birlem played quarterback while at San Jose, but has been made
’over into an end by Nevers. Practice sessions for the last month
have given indications that Keith
will stay with the team for the
It will he San Jose State
entire season.
Spartans versus Texas A. & I.
Having played in three practice
Javelinas tonight.
games against other teams in the
In ease you are wondering
pio loop, he has caught two passwhat a Javelina (pronounced
es for touchdowns and has turned
have a leen uh) is, it’s a small,
in sparkling exhibitions of end
Above. Walt McPherson, who
wiry wild hog, known for its
play. Eirlern shows promise of
succeeds Gilbert Bishop as San
vicious fighting when cornered.
becoming a star in the paid-to Jose
State
college
graduate
The Texan gridders are typplay ranks.
manager. Bishop gave up his
ical of their namesakes, averpost here in favor of a coachaging 179 pounds to the man.
SPARTAN KNIGHTS
ing job at Placer junior college.
Spartan Knights meeting TuesCourtesy S.J.S. News Bureau.
day noon. Attendance is impera
The Duke.
’live.

What’s A Javelina?

FOOTBALL

Twelve Games Remain
-’n Spartan Schedule
HOME GAMES
18Texas A. & I.’
19Cal Ramblers’
7Nevada
13San Diego State’
17Santa Barbara State’
11Redlands
30Drake
AWAY GAMES
Sept. 23U.S.F.
Oct. 20C.O.P.
Nov. 3Willamette*
,
Nov. 17Loyola.
Nov. 23Fresno State’
Night game.
’Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

BROOKS CLOTHING CO.
119 SO.

for
COLLEGE.
SLACKS

FIRST ST

Newest

the

SPORT
and

SPORT COATS
ASK

Members of the Housing Survey
Committee meet in Room 20, 12:30
Tuesday. David Davidson, chm.

BOB BOUCKE
CAMPUS

REPRESENTATIVE

New ci Used Books
Save 25% on Used Textbooks
Don’t Get an "F"
by Losing Your
Lecture Notes

Sell Us Your Old Ones

Get a . . .
Cowhide Zipper
Binder

HIGHEST CASH PRICES PAID

While You Can

OR

Copies

Still Get Used

Trade in What You Don’t Need on Current Texts

1.95 & 2.35

0

Shop Early

Extra Heavy
Canvas
Binders

Note Book
Fillers

Come in & Browse
in our Complete
Section of
Technical
Reference Books
& Handbooks

65c Ream
’ lb. Pkg. 14(100 count Pkg. 14’

Complete Stock
of College Supplies

WITH ONE POUND
PAPER

FOUNTAIN PENS
HANDBOOKS
DICTIONARIES
LAB. EQUIPMENT
ART MATERIALS

75c & 94c

California Book Co.

0

VISIT

US

IN

OUR

NEW

LOCATION

134 East San Fernando Street
rmr.onst
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FROSH START GRID DRILLS
Hartranfi Expects- NEW
Squad Of 75
For Yearling Bail

SPARTAN

Spartan Football
Secrets Viewed
By Enemy Teams

CAPTAIN

C.O.P., Texas, U.S.F.
See Montana Game
Enemies vv., ..n hand here last
Friday night to intercept any of
saa Jose State’s grid -war secrets
which may have leaked out during the Spartans’ football skit’ mish with Montana State.
Texas A. & I., who plays the
locals tonight, arrived in town
Friday, and the entire squad was
on hand to scout "Pop" Warner’s
"test tube" plays that were unveiled for the first time.
tch Malley and his University
n Francisco Dons, Ran Jose’s
,rponents at Kezar Stadium next
also viewed the
e’riday night
rtan- Montana gaino. However,
team
Square
Washington
lie
,vened things up yesterday when
they slit in on 1 /.S.F.’s gain.’
with St Mary’s of Texii.s
Also on hand to make a firsthand estimate of the locals’ football prowess were the College of
Pacific Tigers and their canny
coach, Amos Alonzo Stagg. San
Jose and the Staggmen will square
off in Stockton October 20.

prep gridiron petite!,
With an anticipated turnout of 75 former
for the initial practice of the
ers scheduled to report this afternoon
preparations for one of th.
season, Coach Tiny Hartranft today made
finest years in frosh history.
by the genial men
A full seven-game schedule has been carded
three wins in six contests.
tor, who last year guided his eleven to
The first day activities will be
confined to the issuance of equip- junior college, always a contenment and preliminary warm-up ex- der in the northern conference.
ercises. Regular practice sessions will be the visiting team October
28 when another night game is
will be inaugurated tomorrow.
scheduled for the Spartan Stadium
STRENGTH UNKNOWN
Although several former bay
The final tussle of the seas. el
city prep stars have contacted will take place on the Ventin
exact Jaycee gridiron November 23.
the
Hartranft,
Coach
strength of the squad will be an FROSH FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
unknown quantity for the first Sept. 23Albany high school, here .
week.
Albany high school will furnish
the first competition for the local
pea -greens when they travel to
Spartan Stadium the night of September 23. Last year the Spartlet
eleven defeated the invaders 7 to
0 by virtue of a last quarter drive.
PLAY JAYCEES
The [Kish gridders will entrain
to Salinas September 29 where
they will engage the Jaycee eleven in a night contest. Santa Rosa
junior collge will play host to the
Washington Square first year men
when the two teams tangle October 6 in another night tilt. Due to
conflicting schedules, Coach Hartranft’s proteges will battle the
San Mateo J.C. gridiron performers at 10 o’clock Saturday morning, October 14, in the local stadium.
The miniature edition of the
galloping Gaels from St. Mary’s
will encounter the Spartlet eleven

Sept. 29Salinas junior college.
there.
Oct. 6Santa Rosa junior college,
there".
Oct. 14San Mateo junior college.
here...
Oct. 21 -.--St. Mary’s frosh, there.
Oct. 27Santa Maria junior college, here..
junior college.
Nov. 3Ventura
there*.
*Night game. Morning game.

4000 Seats Added
To Spartan Stadium
With

approximately

4000

new

Meet blonde Bob Titchenal, center and captain of the Sall
Jose State Spartans. Titchenal will lead his team against the
Texas A. & I. Javelinas at Spartan Stadium tonight. This year
will be Bob’s third year as first string center for the locals, and
he is considered one of the greatest pivot men In the history of
Photo courtesy San Jose State News Bureau.
San Jose.

NOTICE
Social Affairs committee meeting
will be held at 12:30 tomorrow in
NOTICE
All freshman men who are plan- Education office. Players who are the student body office. Will memfling to try out for the frosh eleven unable to obtain their equipmen bers of last year’s committee who
are asked to report for their today may call for their suits to - would like to serve, please attend ?
equipment today In the Physical morrow morning.
Selma Kann, Chairman.

seats added to Spartan Stadium
this summer, San Jose’s Seventh
street grid field

is

now capabli

of accommodating a total of 14.000 football fans this fall, according to a statement received
in the annual battle October 21. from Graduate Manager Walt MePherson last week.
Last year the trash received a
Four new sections. flanking each
26 to 6 setback from the Moraga
end of the two sides of the stamarauders and will be seeking dium makes a total of five sections
revenge this year. Santa Marla on each side of the field.

WELCOME
TO

ix

wee

AT HARTS you get the ’lowAWNIMWW
est fashions at prices that you
vcn be Cure will fit YOUR college budget. Now
that you’ve
started on a new college year, you’re going to
need new
things often . . so WELCOME TO HART’S COLLEGE
SHOP
where you’ll find everything you’ll need throughout
the year.

r-

THE

Rainbow Donut Shop
FRY

C/414

STUDENTS
DELICIOUS

SPECIALS

HAMBURGERS

10c

1 CHOCOLATE NUT 0 SUNDAE .

10c

1 MILKSHAK & 1 DONUT
1 ROOT BEER FLOAT & 2 DONUTS

10c
10c

TOASTED SANDWICHES LA.

10c

WITH

POTATO

DONUT A LA MODE
Try us today for
the Best in Lunches and Refreslinwilt,

vo0,1,,,
IGIVE IrJ’Al GREEN ITaMPS

t.a;
Wiz NEW 1-IARTI

Store

Hours:

9:30 to 6,30

RAINBOW DONUT SHOP
125 South Fourth Street

5c
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REGISTRATION BOOKS
iii I be given out in Room I oi the Art
Registration 1,,,,,k1,1
building, according to he alphabetical group :schedule relea,eil
N, 0, P. Q. It

7:30
8:00
. 8:45
9:45
10:45
1:00
2:00
2:45

Assignments For
Various Class
Rooms Varied

PAt:F. ELEVEN

State Campus Customs
Outlaw Quad Smoking

Is your throat sore?
Several changes in room numbers
Do your nerves need steadying?
of various classes have been put
Do you have that tired, listless
Into effect, it was announced by feeling?
Registrar Joe West Friday. A list
Do you want to get that extra
follows:
bit of "oomph" to put you at your
8:00 Eng. 1-A Eng. Comp MWF best?
All new students entering San
TrES1).Y
H34 Bogosian (3).
No, this isn’t a cigarette adver- Jose State college who have not
M, N
. 8:00
already had their health examina1:00 Eng. 2-A Eng. Comp TTh tinement. It’s just a warning - 9:00
All others
If you feel like having a smoke. tions will be examined today, Miss
7 Pearson.
8:00 Ger. 1-A El. Ger. Daily 107 DON"I’ give in and beat your weeds Margaret Twombly, head of the
in the quad or any of the buildings. Health department, stated recently.
(not 251 Ferris.
8:00 Ger, 1A El. Ger. Daily 25 ( not Just a few seconds’ walk will take A record registration of new stuN’ou to the outside of the quail. dents has already kept seven doc29) Newby.
9:00 Span. 100- A Adv. Span MWF where you eat, puff to your heart’s tors in the department busy, she
said
land administrui ion’s) content.
29 (not 33) Goldsmith,
A word of explanation to fresh9:00 Span. 101-A Adv. Span. Comp
’awing a full program has
& Conyers. TTli 29 (not 33) men and other new students: Old timers on the campus have estabneduled for the fall quarter.
lished this tradition in years gone
Goldsmith.
Manager Leroy Troutner 9:00 Fr. la El. Fr. Daily 33 (not
by, and if they should see you
29) Newby.
a call for prospective de 29) Pinkston,
11:00 Ger. 20a inter. Ger. MWF 25 smoke in the quad, they would
last week.
10:00 Span. 120-A Outline of Span.
feel very, very bad about it.
(Not 29) Newby,
Intercollegiate debates, quad disContinuing the policy est:0,11(.1,d
Lit, MWF 29 (not 33) Goldsmith. 10:00 Hist. 4a Eur. Civiliz, MWF
So-o-. don’t hurt their feelings,
in the fall of 1937, the Sparta.’ cussions, interclass debates and a 10:00 Fr. la El. Fr. Daily 33 (not
55 (not 117) Graham.
for both their sake and yours.
Spears, sophomore women’i servi:e complete radio schedule are inorganization, will sell doughnuts cluded in the program for the term.
for late risers who did not have In addition there are several Debate Congresses to be held at Stantime to cat breakfast this inornin
Proceeds from the sale will i, ford and other University campii.
added to the Spears’ fund for Cr
The Spartan Senate, campus depurchasing of furniture for 1:,
bating society, annually sponsors a
I le,111. Cottage.
Key Debate. Six outstanding deJat, is of the year compete in this
event, with the winner beim:
awarded a gold key and the oll,,
live participants receiving sli
fest ul ing
keys.
Anyone interested in being a
One unit of credit is given for
sophomore football manager is
the class in Intercollegiate Debate,
asked to report to the Senior
Troutner stated, adding that the
Manager at the field house for
IN. canned vegetables served)
group meets at 4 p.m. on Mondays.
tonight’s game against Texas
RATES
MONTHLY
A. & I., or sign up with Walt
NOTICE
McPherson, graduate manager,
Names of men who will work at
sometime this week.
toonight’s game will be posted in
(ACROSS THE STREET ON SAN FERNANDO)
the Men’s gym.
P.
A,
C,
E,
H.
K,

U, V. W. X. Y, Z
B
D
F,
I, .1
L

Health Examinations
Scheduled For New
Students Today

Full Debate Schedule Announced
As Manager CoU For Candidates
Spears Sell Donuts
To Late Risers Today

MEN WANTED!
BOARD FOR MEN STUDENTS
LOOKING FOR GOOD FOOD AT LOW COST

Call For Sophomore
Managers Issued

BREAKFAST

AND

DINNER

All the MILK you can drink!
Strictly Garden Fresh Vegetables!

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

MRS. HELLMAN

Students! ! !
THE CO-OP
Has A Complete Supply Of

TEXTBOOKS
BOTH

NEW

AND

USED

AS ORDERED BY YOUR INSTRUCTORS

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CO-OP STORE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING

RIGHT HERE ON YOUR OWN CAMPUS FOR YOUR OWN CONVENIENCE
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ATTE!
NOVELTY
DEPT.
JEWELRY
LEATHER GOODS

r-1

NO. 7526

Students! Save This Card!

ATHLETIC
DEPT.
1

This card is designed to provide you with speedier, more efficient servii,
during the rush at the beginning of the quarter.
Please list the Books and Supplies you wish to purchase from your Co-op
Store. Then present this card to the clerk. This will be a time-saver to you.
(Do not write)
Thank you.

1

ITEM

GYM EQUIPMENT

2

AS ORDERED (required)
AND O.K.’D BY

STATIONERY

THE PHYSICAL

FOUNTAIN PENS

EDUCATION
DEPARTMENTS

$1.00 up
SPORTING GOODS

SHEAFFER
PARKER
WATERMAN
ETERBROOK
ZELLERBACH

Combination Locks
GET A

GET A
"STATE"
BELT & BUCKLE
COMPLETE
$1.50 up
AND WIN $10

SPARTAN
PATRONIZE YOUR COOPERATIVE STORE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING
Complete

Stock

Stationery

Items

of

New

and

Used

SHIRT

Books

85c

Artists Materials
Athletic Equipment for Gym Glasses
FOR YOUR OWN CONVENIENCE
SAVE THIS STUB
TEN DOLLAR PRIZE TO BE GIVEN AWAY
Watch the Spartan Daily for Full Details

ON YOUR OWN CAPdri

AND WIN $10
NO. 7526

COOPERATIVE
STORE

N. W. CORNER
OF OUR CAMPUS

OPEN 7:45-5:00
SAT. 9:00-12:00

th,
toi
he
no
Sn
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ATTENT
NOVELTY
DEPT.
JEWELRY

NO. 7526

Students! Save This Card!

This card is designed to provide you with speedier, more efficient service
during the rush at the beginning of the quarter.
Please list the Books and Supplies you wish to purchase from your Co-op
Store. Then present this card to the clerk. This will be a time-saver to pm.
(Do not Writ .
Thank you.

LEATHER GOODS

1

ITEM

I

ATHLETIC
DEPT.
GYM EQUIPMENT

2

AS ORDERED (required)
AND O.K.’D BY

STATIONERY

tz
4t

FOUNTAIN PENS

THE PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
DEPARTMENTS

$1.00 up
SPORTING GOODS

SHEAFFER
PARKER
WATERMAN
ETERBROOK
ZELLERBACH

Combination Locks
GET A
Ems

GET A
"STATE"
BELT & BUCKLE
COMPLETE

PATRONIZE YOUR COOPERATIVE STORE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING
Complete
Stationery

$1.50 up
AND WIN $10

SPARTAN

Stock of

New and

Used

SHIRT

Books

Items

85c

Artists Materials
Athletic Equipment for Gym Classes
I

It VoCR OWN CONVENIPINClil
SAVE THIS STUB
TEN DOLLAR PRIZE TO BE GIVEN AWAY
Watch the Spartan Daily for Full Details

N YOUR OWN CAM II.

AND WIN $10
NO. 7526

COOPERATIVE
STORE

N. W. CORNER
OF OUR CAMPUS

OPEN 7:45-5:00
SAT. 9:00-12:00

